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Melodrama, the most popular mode on the nineteenth-century stage, became the 
dominant mode in movies, with spectacular conflicts of good versus evil, focusing on 
clear-cut heroes fighting monstrous villains, while saving or avenging abject victims. 

http://gutwizdom
.com/2016/09/2
6/dramatriangle/
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Such a melodramatic framing of immersive passions, through objectifying ideals, 
continues to be the dominant mode on numerous screens in our hyper-theatrical 
mass/social/gaming media, reflecting and affecting the social dramas of daily life 
through various political theatres.  
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Such a melodramatic framing of immersive passions, through objectifying ideals, 
continues to be the dominant mode on numerous screens in our mass/social/gaming 
media, reflecting and affecting the social dramas of daily life through various political 
theatres.  But more complex, tragic (or tragicomic) edges and alternatives to 
melodrama have also emerged, as in previous periods of theatre’s history. 



Major Genres (often mixed today, but derived from tragedy, comedy, & satyr-farce or pastoral 
romance as distinct, ancient & neoclassical genres, plus allegory in medieval religious drama)

• Tragedy: complex (good and evil) hero, with allies, versus complex opponents—
catastrophic, cathartic ending

• Melodrama: purely good, struggling hero with comical ally and sympathetic victim vs. 
purely evil villain(s)—happy, vengeful ending

• Comedy: complex characters in laughable struggles, with allies who may also be 
opponents—happy ending for all

• Farce: simplistic caricatures in ridiculous situations with exaggerated actions—happy 
ending, perhaps with satirical bite

• Allegory: serious/comical characters with names representing ideas, set in opposition 

• Tragicomedy or other mixtures



Ancient Theatre of Dionysus (at the foot of the Acropolis, Athens, Greece (with later Roman additions)



Aristotle’s ancient Greek theory of katharsis as purifying certain emotions (through plot, 
character, ideas, language, sound effects, and spectacle):
tragic sympathy & fear in the audience, through the hero’s seeking & conflicts

8 ancient Indian bhavas (emotions), each with a specific rasa (a flavor evoked by art):
• sadness/sympathy (as in Aristotle’s theory)
• fear (as in Aristotle’s theory)
• anger (or rage)
• erotic/romantic love or happiness (involving lust & caring)
• humor
• courage or heroic vigor (with conflict in the hero’s seeking, according to Aristotle)
• awe (suggested by Aristotle with the audience’s admiration for the tragic hero)
• disgust (indicated, too, by Aristotle’s notion of the hero’s tragic flaw or hamartia)

• & the 9th rasa of peace (shanta), as the goal of mindful attentiveness to such feelings
[union with Brahman (the Over-soul), through tanmayibhavana (universal communion), as 
influenced by Buddhism, with calmness as the goal of Enlightenment, beyond sensual 
attachments, according to the Abhinavabharati, regarding the earlier Natya-Shastra]
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FILM 3051, RELS 4000, THEA 4001 in Spring 2025?

Beast-People Onstage, Onscreen, and in Your Brain





http://monstrumathenaeum.org/if-our-politicians-were-werewolves-or-vampires-
donald-trump-would-be-a-werewolf/donald-trump-is-a-werewolf/
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https://www.deviantart.com/furnacefairy/art/Donald-Trump-Vampire-582996396
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https://www.redbubble.com/shop/joe+biden+vampire













https://apnews.com/article/california-san-francisco-nancy-pelosi-government-and-politics-paul-
985a574966438975ec9ccdc39061d83c   (about the attack on Paul Pelosi, Oct. 28, 2022)

melodramatic characterizations with consequences: “villains” evoking “heroic” act
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